Sneetch Beach Bag of Fun!

Be sure that you're fully prepared for your trip to the beach. Make yourself a Sneetch Beach Bag of Fun!

Take an old laundry bag or pillowcase — really, any bag will do. To decorate it, you can cut out stars from paper or cloth and paste them all over your bag. Crayons or markers work too!

Here's a list of things to put in the bag that you probably have lying around your house.

For spectacular sandcastle molds, try:
- empty coffee cans
- different-shaped plastic food storage containers
- plastic shovel (If you don't have a shovel, how about a ladle?)
- empty tennis ball containers
- cake molds
- watering can

For scrumptious SNEECH beach sand cookies, try:
- cookie cutters (any shape or size will do)
- forks (good for making designs)
- muffin tin (to make entire batches)

Don't forget your Sneetch Beach ball, some sunscreen, a hat, and your favorite Dr. Seuss books!